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-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-

THIS MONTH'S TOPIC — WHO INVENTED STOOGES ?

If you asked most AeroModellers this question today they would
most likely respond with “ STOOGES SHOWED UP IN THE 1950s.”
By naming them Stooges—in the opinion of this author—they
were given an awkward and demeaning nickname.
Unfortunately for them—the Moniker Stuck.
It's been well documented and an undisputed fact that devices called "Stooges" appeared on the scene at
flying events and contests somewhere in the late 1940s or early 50s. This is fairly well borne out in the photos and
newsreels during this era. However, was it possible that there was in fact a predecessor or (predecessors) to the
device we now take for granted called the “Winding Stooge” that AeroModellers like us have used for decades to
wind Rubber Powered Model Airplanes? If you happened today to seek out such a devise using the Internet—the
only results from a Search Engine like Google would be a list of . . . . you guessed it—“Winding Stooges.” This list
would most likely be a combination of ready-built commercial offerings (HIGH $) and or drawings of an
assortment of designs that are IMO either too crude or too complex, reminding me of the Goldilocks principle of
"just the right amount" which in most cases doesn't satisfy the needs of most AEROMODELLERS world wide.

So Who REALLY “Invented the STOOGE?

It's unlikely you'll see these 50's style stooges or anything resembling them in any photographs or news reels of
model airplane contests before this time period of the 50's. In today's world—let's say as recent as last year, when
one would go to an outdoor flying event featuring rubber powered model airplanes and asked your fellow
aeromodeller to "Go fetch my Stooge." you would naturally expect him or her to bring back about a 3 foot high
sized contraption made of metal or wood that would be useful to wind your rubber motors for the event.
But if you asked the same question in the 1920's or 30s or a short time past the end of WWII—you would have
gotten a completely different response. Your friend now would be happy to bring over to you “Frank” or “Betty” as
your designated “Stooge.” This considerably brave and trusting person would then have helped you wind your
motor. This is because the dictionary back then and even today defines the word STOOGE as “a person who serves
merely to support or assist others, particularly in doing unpleasant work.” So in other words, Stooges back then
were mere mortals—yes, ordinary people, quite willing to hold your model AreroPlane while you wound. :-)
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After World War II in the decade of the 1950s, people began discarding the practice of
having a “Human Stooge” hold the model aircraft while the "Winder" at the other
end (usually the owner or launcher of the aircraft) would turn the crank of the
mechanical winder to get the desired number of
turns. For one thing it was less dangerous.
But what about individuals that started out flying
Counter Rotating Twin Pusher “Flying Models”?
Up until the late 1920's Twin Pusher Models were
the only game in town so when the so called
"Tractor Models" (these are what we know now as rubber powered Free flight model
airplanes today) started winning flying contests in the early '30s did the TP Models
loose their luster. At the time they quickly gained the reputation as “Old Fashioned.” And let's face it—they didn't
look anything like the full sized aircraft that was being flown at the time. Charles Lindbergh's Trans-Atlantic Flight
on May 20, 1927 and later his Charles Lindbergh’s Goodwill Tour, 1927-1928 inspired many kids of that era to build
model airplanes and compete in contests. It's worth noting that the 1936 Model Aircraft National Championship
boasted 300 model builders. Click this YouTube link to go to the actual News Reel of that event !!!

Could it be possible that these earlier Aeromodellers of their era devised
some sort of platform to raise their models up to at least waist high

height to more easily wind them when a helper was nowhere in sight?
When the “Tractor Models became popular not much thought went in to how the Motor Peg (the thing that holds
the wound rubber motor at the rear of the plane) could be used. From
studying Rubber Motor Pegs of "Tractor Models" from all the years prior
to the 50's, we know that they were not hollow but usually made of solid
wood mostly hardwood such as oak, popular or basswood.
In today's world, the motor peg, formally solid wood, has been
transformed into a hollow metal tube, usually aluminum
because of its lighter weight than say brass, for instance.
This system is brilliant—but a bit hard to explain. Here goes: ;-)
Typical “Winding Stooge” Setup
Because the wooden pegs in the beginning were not hollow—this meant
Notice only the metal pin is what
that their models were not held in place bound to the platform in the
holds the model in place.
same way we take for granted today. The innovative 50's style system
used today relies on the use of a metal rod or pin that slips through a fuselage
mounted hollow tube. I suggest we call it the Winding Platform KingPin.
At the same time this KingPin also bridges between two metal or wooden
towers going through two corresponding in-line holes as shown at left.
Notice that in this situation, this pin first travels through the hole in the left
metal tower, then the aluminum tube used as the aft motor peg and then exits

through the hole in the right tower. This extraordinarily revolutionary system

now results in allowing all of the winding forces to be transmitted directly to
the stooge and absolutely zero winding forces to the model. — Brilliant !!! —
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At right is a close-up of the rear “motor peg aluminum tube” placed in
the fuselage of the author's Jimmy Allen Skokie (wingspan is 24”).
If you look closely you can get a better idea of what this hollow
aluminum tube looks like. It's really not that big—in this case it's only
1/8” in diameter. You can view more photos of JB's model on the Easy
Built Models website at this LINK. Just scroll down a bit. : D
It's the Author's belief that this new
development having come about in
the 50s gave rise to our modern day
“Winding Stooge.”

“Motor Peg made from an Aluminum Tube” on
Jeffrey Bryant (JB) Nisley's Jimmy Allen Skokie

Now you had a winding platform that really worked in every sense of the word.
And what better name to call it than a Stooge inspired by a comedy team known as the“The Three Stooges.” I'll
admit reluctantly, that as a kid growing up in the 50's, I watched these shows with glee after school—under the
dubious eye of my parents. Violence anyone?
So the definition of a Stooge according to the Collins English Dictionary is:
“If you refer to someone as a stooge, you are criticizing them because
they are used by someone else to do unpleasant or dishonest tasks.”
So is this the kind of respect we should bestow on a brilliantly engineered piece of valuable equipment we put into
service every time we need to wind our outdoor models? I don't know about you—but if the situation arose where I
accidentally forgot my “thing that I formally call a Stooge” and was 50 miles into a trip to our Annual Marion Free
Flight Contest, I would have to think twice about proceeding or turning back. To be quite honest I would look for the
next exit to take a 180º. Missing it, I'd be too embarrassed ask to borrow one, but quite frankly—I'd be hard pressed
to function without one.
It is the above definition—realizing now the real meaning of the word stated above and especially the part about the
“unpleasant or dishonest tasks” that places doubts in my mind as to the validity of keeping what I truly think is an
archaic term that really should have gone by the way of the dinosaurs. I can't think of a greater disservice to this
otherwise exceptional machine, perfect in every way, with its elegant design and pure simplicity. Furthermore I
can't for the life of me think of a greater miss-match of terminology in WHAT IT TRULY IS—compared to WHAT
IT IS CURRENTLY CALLED. :-(
SO Yes—you guessed it—it's time to give ourselves permission to call the former “stooge name”an artifact meant
for the past decade of the fifties, admit it a mistake to call it that—and now move on to giving it a place of honor in
our arsenal of “tools.” In 19o8 Casey was the first Canadian to fly a heaver-than-air-aircraft. His aircraft at this
time was Called an Aerodrome. If it weren't for people over time that were able to change, we would be now trying to
get our “Aerodrome” tickets refunded for flights we weren't able to go on because of Covid. Stooge it seems, was a
“clever” name for it's introduction back then but now it's time to make amends and give it a name that it deserves.
To come up with an alternative but proper name would be appropriate here. For all intents and purposes I think it
should be a simple one, and easy to remember. Maybe one that Casey Baldwin himself might have come up with—
certainly nothing fancy or cute like its predecessor—so the name I would suggest would be a “Winding Platform”.
This change certainly would be no harder to implement than going from Airline Stewardess to Flight Attendant.
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Another example is GOOGLE. In an article on the BestLifeonline.com website it was revealed that: “Back in 1996,
when Larry Page and Sergey Brin were working on creating what we now know as Google, they initially called it
Backrub—a nod to the way the search engine analyzed the web's "back links" to determine how important a site
was.” In this case it was only two people making the decision—but nevertheless in our case if enough
AEROMODELLERS world wide would abandon the term “Stooge” I would celebrate that in a HEARTBEAT !!! :-D

Advice to all Aeromodellests for 2022: “It's time to quit calling them Stooges! ”
I think you can agree with me that the term stooge is a bit degrading, quite unnecessary and unfortunate. So it is
with this in mind that you will find it quite unlikely that I will ever reference my "Winding Platforms" as Stooges.
(OK. I'll admit that occasionally I've slipped and called it a Stooge . . . . but Jeff Renz will back me up on this that it
has only been on rare occasions.)

So why all this talk about "Platforms" being forerunners to Stooges?
-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY in this April 2022 CASEY’S (KC’S)
Free Flight BLOG Post to announce to all our viewers of Casey's (KC's) Free Flight
BLOG that I will be revealing several brand new designs for home made "WINDING
PLATFORMS." I have been slowly but surely developing these and using them for my
own personal use. I believe that it's absolutely OK to use the phrase “brand new” for
my designs because there are a total of ZERO Winding Platforms to be found
ANYWHERE in the world Now or in the Past . . . . even on the Internet. ;-)

-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—It's hopped that an average AEROMODELLER can easily “Construct” these Winding Platforms whether you live in
the USA or elsewhere in the World. Gone are any “exotic materials or tools needed” and also there will be Drawings
showing sizes of each component and a Bill of Materials complete with Internet links to procure the items needed.
To make them somewhat whimsical—my designs will "Masquerade"
as though Casey Baldwin was the designer complete with the notion of
using what I believe would be his tastes regarding their appearance.
By using the word "Masquerade" it hopefully makes it abundantly
clear that it is not my intention to re-write history in any way
nor hurt Casey's legacy. “We all know Casey didn't design these
but I can assure you that Casey was the person who inspired them.” *
It is my humble plan this summer to publish four (4)
“Winding Platform Project/Articles” Starting with:

Construct Your Very Own Casey Baldwin's 1923 Twin Pusher
“Maritime” Platform for Rubber Motor Winding.”
This will be published in a fictitious Model Airplane Magazine titled: Flying Model Machines.
So until May . . . . Go

Clear Off your Work Area so You can get some Stuff Done !”

;-)

Signed— Jeffrey Bryant (JB) Nisley — Blogger/Webmaster for KCFreeFlight.org
*See also the disclaimer at the bottom of each web page of our website KCFreeFlight.org.
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